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Gravity (Hollywood Connections
Book 1)

B Montgomery hates her life. She's not popular, constantly bullied, and now the whole school knows
her sexual orientation and not by choice. The only person in her corner is her mother and B was fine
with that...that is, until she meets her new neighbor, Madeline Fields.Madeline Fields is everything
that B is not. She's beautiful, a daredevil and doesn't care about anything but getting back to New
York to become a successful actress. That is, until she meets B Montgomery.The two women
become quick friends but soon find out that time is not on their side. While Maddie moves back to
New York after graduation, B needs to do something to fill the regret of basically telling Maddie to
leave. Through the years both women grow up separately only to come together yet again. Can
they rebuild the connection that brought them together ten years earlier? Or did that connection ever
even break?
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An absolutely perfect way to lose yourself in a quirky, romantic, and altogether sweet story for a
rainfilled afternoon. "Book One" implies the story continues -- and I certainly hope so. I will follow
this author and I hope she contines to write stories as entertaining as this one.

Who couldn't relate? I think that everyone can remember being a teenager and having such self
doubt. It is something that could allow you to let the best thing pass you by. However, like they say
you never know what the future holds? It was one that had you laughing one minute and wanting to
shake B or Maddie at some point. It just proves what some people are willing to do when they find
the one. I enjoyed this authors style of writing. I look forward to the next one.

This is a wonderfully crafted story. I was worried at first when I saw the story bounced back and
forth between the past and the present, but the author pulled the two together seamlessly. I loved
both of the characters, the friendship, the love, and the angst. I highly recommend reading this book
you won't regret it. It's one of the best books I have read in awhile. I will definitely read anything this
author publishes.

This was a very well done story! The character development of all the characters evolved with so
much richness it made me feel their joys and pain along with them. This was a very special love
story and I look forward to subsequent books in this series!

Loved the book and can't wait for the NEXT book in the story. I did not mind the bouncing from past
to present because the bounce taught me about the very hard times the character went though to
become who she was. I was happy with the second half of the book for sure, although I did yell and
hrummp at my screen a several times because the two lovers kept passing each other and not
connecting. But when the story ended I was glad for the tension it created in me. Smile! True love
wins again in this one. I was excited as they were with the live presented in this book.I would
recommend anyone that is a romantic to read this one!SkyBlueC

So many lesbian novels are..god-awful, to be frank..poorly written, badly plotted, too much sex (to
the exclusion of plot and character development), not enough, maudlin, or pessimistic. It goes on.
So refreshing to open up a lesbian novel with a plot that holds your attention, a protagonist you can
both like and identify with, and a relationship you care about. The one drawback were numerous
grammatical errors. I don't know whether it was self-published and in need of an editor, or it has to
do with the way it was transcribed for kindle. Either way, would recommend to any lesbian romantic.

I really enjoyed this book. It was lighthearted and though some of the issues dealt with were heavy,
the book never took that turn staying focused more on the present than the past. I am not much for

bouncing back and forth from past to present and thankfully it's only done in the first half of the
book. I find it distracting and in a sense not getting the full picture of the heartache and feelings of
that moment...more like glimpses and it just irks me BUT it doesn't take away from the book. It helps
add to the dimension and the growth of the characters. If your looking for something well written,
lighthearted, and just plain sweet with little drama, you can't wrong with this book.

I read reviews for this story before I decided to read it. Some didn't like the flashbacks, but I think
without them this story of love wouldn't have made sense. I'm looking forward to reading more
stories by Renee and I hope B and Maddie will be in more of them!
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